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About the Cover

 The cover demonstrates 

one of the tools used in our 

LEAD Process: The spaghetti 

diagram, part of a Kaizen 

event, traces the existing 

footsteps or flow of a product 

through the production facil-

ity from the point it enters 

a process. The Kaizen team, 

made up of a cross section of 

employees, looks for ways to 

shorten or remove steps. The 

results can be a reduction in 

floor space, inventory and/or 

cycle time.
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5EBITA RETURN ON ASSETS

The transformation of Actuant continues  Fiscal 2002 was successful under challenging 

conditions. Actuant overcame a weak U.S. economy and the effects of September 11th and 

reported significantly improved earnings. Diluted EPS, excluding one-time items, grew 18% to 

$2.39 per share. Results improved as the year progressed. We finished the fourth quarter with sales 

growth of 4% and EPS growth of 21%, as compared to the prior year fourth quarter, and we posted 

improved year-over-year diluted EPS in each of the last five quarters, excluding one-time items.  

    We have accomplished a lot since the spin-off of the Electronics segment in July 2000. 

We reduced debt from $451 million to $192 million as of August 31, 2002. We completed a 

secondary equity offering, enabling us to reduce our 13% notes and bring in new institutional 

shareholders. We have focused on internal growth initiatives at all the businesses. We have 

moved forward on our bolt-on acquisition strategy, completing the acquisition of Dewald 

in February 2001 and Heinrich Kopp A.G. in Germany in September 2002. Shareholders 

were rewarded with stock appreciation that has significantly outpaced the S&P 500.

    What does efficiency look like?  There never seems to be a concrete answer to this 

question because efficiency is hard to measure. Economists discuss productivity in terms of 

GDP versus labor or production levels. Companies measure sales per employee or production 

costs versus standard expected cost. These are just two of many possible answers.  This 

report addresses what efficiency is to Actuant. In its highest form, Actuant is an efficient 

user of capital, generating in excess of 50% EBITA return on the capital invested on our 

balance sheet. This return creates superior cash flow—more than $100 million from 

operations since the spin-off of Electronics. We accomplished this despite a weak world-

wide economy by focusing on three areas:

 

 1. Start with solid businesses and grow market share. 

      A key attribute of Actuant is our market-leading positions. Pages 10-13 of this report 

provide an update on selective growth initiatives at Actuant.
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 2. Use a business model that maximizes cash flow. 

      This is an obsession at Actuant. We manage our fixed capital; we typically do not own real 

estate and have outsourced machining of components. We aggressively manage working 

capital. Employee bonus plans use a Combined Management Measure (CMM), which 

charges 20% for the assets deployed. All of these are examples of how we structure our 

business to maximize cash flow.

 

 3. Create a culture focused on improving efficiency. 

      The Actuant LEAD Process, formerly known as World Class Performance, is a worldwide 

initiative. In this annual report you will read about global sourcing initiatives such as 

Kaizen events and Poka-Yoke systems. We also discuss selected employee programs, 

because without employee involvement, the LEAD Process would not be possible.

  

    Our future  Our future is more exciting than our past. Even in a difficult economy, we 

expect to continue generating superior results. Building on the Kopp acquisition, we are 

targeting powerful sales, free cash flow, and EPS growth for fiscal 2003. Actuant has a 

business model and long-term vision to create shareholder value, has employees in key 

positions to execute this vision, and is using the LEAD Process to lay the foundation for 

future efficiencies.

    We thank all our stakeholders for their support. Whether you are a shareholder, customer, 

lender, supplier or employee, you have helped make Actuant what it is today. 

 

    Sincerely,

    Robert C. Arzbaecher

    Chairman and CEO

Comparison of 25-Month Cumulative Total Return*
between Actuant Corporation and the S&P 500 Index
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    In 1998, Actuant began a corporate-wide program focused on improving the efficiency 

of our business processes. This year we renamed the program the Actuant LEAD Process; 

the new name stands for Lean Enterprise Across Disciplines. We use a toolbox approach 

that is applicable to all functional areas, deploying specific tools as needed. Both external 

and internal facilitators teach employees which tool to apply to specific business issues. 

Whether it is a problem of cycle time in order entry, on-time delivery to customers, the 

reliability of process equipment in the plant, setting up orders for picking in the distribution 

center or collecting cash from customers, our toolbox contains a methodology for improving 

that process.

    Our business units have different customers, products and markets, but the LEAD 

Process works for all of them. In creating a Lean Enterprise and focusing on the efficiency 

of the organization in providing value for our customers, the toolbox we use is universal. 

The Process can be customized to the individual business’ needs by selecting the appropriate 

tools to reduce working capital, minimize the resources required to provide customer value 

and maximize cash flow—objectives that are common to all of our business units.

LEAD Process 

Applications

 There were 152 major, 

and hundreds of mini, LEAD 

Process events conducted in 

Actuant facilities worldwide 

during the past year. The 

implementation of our LEAD 

Process is a journey, not a 

destination, and our efforts 

to continually improve the 

efficiency of our operations 

never stop. Here are some 

examples.
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Power-Packer Europe
Oldenzaal, The Netherlands

Tools Used  Poka-Yoke systems

         For the past four years, our manufacturing engineers have 

built Poka-Yoke systems into the convertible top actuation system 

line to error-proof the assembly process. One of the first lines 

using these tools had 14 Poka-Yokes installed. Our most recent 

line going into production has 137 error-proofing systems 

installed. Poka-Yoke devices are go/no-go, on-line systems such 

as vision inspection cameras, contact probes or position detec-

tors that are integrated with the process logic controller (PLC) of 

the line. If one of these go/no-go devices detects a problem, the 

subsequent operation is disabled until the problem is corrected. 

We also design Poka-Yokes to error-proof the assembly: compo-

nents are designed so they will fit together only one way. The 

automotive customers served by this operation demand near-

perfect quality, with defects measured in parts per million. In 

conjunction with our QS-9000 certified processes, the error-

proofing features of this assembly process enable us to meet 

these rigorous demands.1%

Gardner Bender Manufacturing
Glendale, Wisconsin

     This operation is one of our more advanced in the applica-

tion of the LEAD Process and last year won the Actuant 

President’s Award, an annual award presented to the facility 

showing the greatest improvement from the LEAD Process. The 

employees at the winning facility receive a cash award, and a 

plaque is presented for display at the location.

Tools Used  Kaizen events • Kanban systems

         Gardner Bender’s winning facility conducted 29 kaizen 

events during the year and installed a Kanban system to generate 

products as required in our distribution centers. In the areas and 

products affected, GB realized a 50% reduction in floor space, 

24% improvement in cycle time, 47% gain in operating 

efficiency, 49% reduction in inventory and 61% reduction in set-up 

time. Over the past two years 21 separate events focused on 

consolidating operations. The result was a 51% reduction in total 

required manufacturing space, which was subsequently used for 

the new Power-Packer convertible top assembly lines. While a small 

amount of capital was required to reconfigure the GB manufac-

turing facility, it prevented the cost of additional facilities for the 

automotive operation and positioned us for future growth.

REDUCTION IN REQUIRED 

MANUFACTURING SPACE

at  GB ’s  Glendale  fac i l i t y



Toolbox Approach 

to Continuous 

Improvement

includes these processes:

 Value Stream Mapping

 Kaizen-Based Lean 
       Manufacturing

 Kanban MBF

 Six Sigma

 Global Sourcing

 6S

 Continuous Flow

 Demand Pull

 80/20 Rule 

lean 
E N T E R P R I S E

S A L E S  &  
M A R K E T I N G

P R O D U C T I O NE N G I N E E R I N G

L O G I S T I C S

F I N A N C E P U R C H A S I N G

C U S T O M E R  
S E R V I C E

The Value Stream 

Mapping System

(pic tured in background) 

identifies the areas of waste

in any business process by 

looking at the material or 

document flow from suppliers 

through the company’s value 

adding processes and to cus-

tomer delivery. It also looks at 

the information flow from 

customers back through the 

company’s processes and to 

suppliers. Mapping the process 

in both directions shows us 

where materials or documents 

get delayed or held up. We can 

also see where information that 

triggers actions in the system 

gets stuck or misdirected, 

enabling us to correct the 

flow and improve timeliness 

throughout the process.

39%CYCLE TIME REDUCTION

average improvement

Enerpac Customer Service
Glendale, Wisconsin

Tools Used  Value Stream Map • Kaizen events

         During the past year, an Enerpac customer service team 

constructed a Value Stream Map of the order entry and fulfill-

ment process. With the customer service operation located in 

Glendale and the manufacturing and distribution facility located 

75 miles away in Columbus, Wisconsin, the efforts of these groups 

are coordinated primarily through the business computer system. 

The Value Stream Mapping exercise identified a number of data 

and system issues preventing the order fulfillment process 

from being completed smoothly and on time. The deficiencies 

were addressed with focused Kaizen activities to increase the 

accuracy and speed of the order fulfillment process without the 

previous manual intervention and rework. This increased the 

service level to customers while eliminating the waste and cost 

of manual intervention.

Heinrich Kopp A.G.
Kahl, Germany

Tools Used  Kaizen events • Kanban systems • 6S • Total 

Productive Maintenance (TPM) • Value Stream Mapping 

         We use these same tools to increase the efficiency of the 

businesses we acquire. In our recent acquisition, we have just 

begun applying our LEAD Process. Within 30 days of the close, 

the first event was held to convert one of the product families to 

a demand pull system using Kanban systems, and a Kaizen event 

was held in the manufacturing area. As a result, we expect to 

realize an 80% reduction in inventory (raw, WIP and finished goods), 

supplier consolidation from ten to three, and a 500-square-foot 

reduction in floor space. A preventative maintenance program 

conducted at the same time detected 18 problems that were 

corrected to increase the reliability of the production equipment. 

Our toolbox approach made it possible to hold this event early 

in the integration process, yielding substantial efficiency 

improvements.

A c t u a n t  5
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MBF Problem-

Solving Process

 One of the high perform-

ance tools that Actuant pro-

vides for our High Perform-

ance Teams is Management 

by Fact (MBF). This approach 

uses fact-based data derived 

from analytic tools and reli-

able processes. MBF enables 

good business decisions, 

resolves problems, closes gaps, 

and improves communications. 

We have introduced MBF to 

Actuant as a structured process 

to achieve our Cost Reduction 

Goals. Gardner Bender, Enerpac 

and Power-Packer Europe 

have implemented the pro-

cess, developing Cost-down 

Commodity Teams. These 

teams have used MBF tools to 

generate tremendous cost 

savings for F’2002 and will 

continue to do so into F’2003. 

The MBF process will be initi-

ated throughout the remaining 

Actuant businesses in 2003.

Identify Performance 
Gap/Opportunity

 Clear, measurable gap or opportunity

Identify Root Cause
 One or more root causes

Measure Results
 Evidence that problem is solved

Implement a Plan
 Buy-in gained and roles 

and responsibilities clarified

Select Actions
 Best option(s)

Generate Alternative 
Solutions

 Alternative solutions assessed
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79%RE WORK REDUCTION

average improvement 46%FLOOR SAVING SPACE

average improvement

    Global Sourcing  In the mid-1980s, Actuant embarked on a strategy to focus on its 

“value added” proposition in the markets we serve. Actuant realized its core competency 

did not include machining or fabrication of components, but rather the design of complete 

products, assembly, test and service to customers. From that time until 2000, Actuant 

relied on a local supply base, identified by the business units, to provide components, with 

some sourcing from Asian suppliers primarily to support the Gardner Bender business. In 

2000 we began to consolidate sourcing for Actuant, establishing a centralized Global 

Sourcing team to expand this opportunity and leverage our total purchasing across all the 

business units. We take a holistic view, using our global business units’ purchasing 

resources as well as our own sourcing offices at three locations in Asia to keep abreast of 

the changing suppliers in this economically important area of the world. These sourcing 

offices also insure the suppliers understand our requirements and are capable of meeting 

them reliably. Our purchasing engineers qualify the suppliers and inspect the products to 

insure compliance with our quality and delivery requirements.

    In 2001, we began deploying a cost-down tool called Management By Fact (MBF). This 

system gives cross-functional teams a focus and process for realizing substantial cost con-

tainment on our purchased components and products. Using MBF tools such as low-cost 

country sourcing, supplier consolidation, consortiums and VEVA (Value Engineering/Value 

Analysis), the Global Sourcing team helps our business units locate suppliers able to reduce 

our costs and increase the efficiency of our operations. The sourcing team is responsible for 

understanding changing economic conditions around the world. This gives them the 

perspective to help the units identify cost-saving opportunities and then find the suppliers 

that provide the best value (price, quality, delivery, reliability and technical innovation). 

The team has established a successful track record in helping the business units transition 

the product sourcing to a lowest cost/highest quality proposition, leveraging our total 

purchasing power and consolidating our supply base to the most efficient suppliers.



Actuant Academy 

 This monthly training class 

is open to all employees in 

Wisconsin. Held after work in 

the Corporate Training Center, 

the Academy provides data 

on a wide range of personal 

and professional topics. The 

sessions include presenta-

tions by the Leadership Team 

and management, along with 

outside guest speakers. 

Highlights this year included 

presentations from Dick 

Strong, President of Strong 

Capital Management, and 

Deane Dray, Equity Analyst 

from Goldman Sachs. This 

program is being expanded in 

2003 to other Actuant loca-

tions including Europe.

A c t u a n t  9

61%

      Performance Management System  In 2002, Gardner Bender and Enerpac launched a 

Performance Management System for salaried employees. This program focuses on the 

employee’s performance in the prior year versus specific objectives that are developed out 

of the business plan. The process includes an interactive evaluation by both employee and 

manager. The outcome of the Performance Management System is a clear alignment of 

Company objectives with employee goals, and a consistent process linking performance 

with development opportunities. This program will expand in 2003 to include all Actuant 

salaried employees worldwide.

Andy Lampereur, Chief 

Financial Officer, presents 

an overview of Actuant’s 

growth strategies.

A REDUCTION IN SET-UP TIME

at  GB ’s  Glendale  fac i l i t y  led

to the Ac tuant  Pres ident ’s  Award
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    Actuant is composed of autonomous business units serving 

niche industrial markets. A key attribute is our leadership positions 

in the end-user markets we serve. Over 78% of Actuant’s total sales 

in 2002 were derived from markets in which we hold a leadership 

position. The following are highlights of our key businesses’ 

growth initiatives as we begin fiscal 2003.

 

      Millau Viaduct  Enerpac continues to lead in large infrastructure 

lifting projects. The Millau Viaduct, currently under construction in 

southern France, will be the tallest viaduct in the world, reaching 

343 meters at the peak. Working with the Eiffel Company, part of the 

Eiffage group and one of the world’s largest construction companies, 

Enerpac developed a PC-based synchronized lifting system to elevate 

the auxiliary piers of the bridge, along with hundreds of pumps and 

cylinders to push the concrete deck spans into place.

 

      Dubai Office  In an effort to expand Enerpac’s presence in the 

oil and gas market, Actuant opened an office in the Jebel Ali Free 

Trade Zone of Dubai in the United Arab Emirates. While small in 

size, this office will support Enerpac’s oil and gas initiatives and 

will work with distributors in the Middle East region to expand our 

sales and services to this high-growth market.

 

      European Recreational Vehicle  The slide-out system has 

become an increasingly popular feature on recreational vehicles in 

North America, creating interior room expansion for the RV user. 

Working with Hobby Wohnwagenwek, Ing., Power Gear introduced 

the first slide-out system for the European market. Hobby, the 

European leader of recreational vehicles, introduced this product 

at the RV Show in Düsseldorf, Germany in September 2002.

growth 
       I N I T I A T I V E S

Hobby recreational vehicle

This illustration of the Millau 

Viaduct in France is where an 

Enerpac lifting system will elevate

the auxiliary piers of the bridge and

push the concrete deck spans into place.
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GB New Product 

Development

 In 2002, Gardner Bender 

reignited a program of new 

product development. The goal 

is to create innovative products 

targeted at the professional 

electrician. Our new line of 

Professional Grade™ Armour 

Edge™ Wire Strippers is a good 

example of this process at 

work. Wire strippers are used 

extensively by electricians in 

their daily work. Working 

with the IBEW (International 

Brotherhood of Electrical 

Workers) and other user 

groups, we designed a wire 

stripper with a number of 

unique features. First, the 

blade, which comes in both a 

stainless steel and black oxide 

finish, is nick and corrosion 

resistant. Second, the tool  has 

a contoured bi-material handle 

designed for improved ergo-

nomics and comfort. And last, 

the stripper has a patented 

Dual Grip™ design that allows 

the electrician to work in 

tight quarters with maximum 

efficiency. This product won 

the Retailers Choice Award at 

the 2002 National Hardware 

Show and is being launched 

in both the professional and 

home center channels.
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New Convertible 

Top Programs

 The convertible top actua- 

tion system is Actuant’s highest 

growth opportunity. The 

demand for convertibles, both 

soft top and retractable hard 

top versions, is rapidly acceler-

ating. Power-Packer has won 

ten new programs and five 

replacement programs in the 

last two years. Actuant has 

doubled its global square 

footage including a major 

facility in Glendale, Wisconsin, 

to prepare for these new  

programs. These programs 

will be launched between 

now and model year 2006, 

and will result in significant 

incremental revenue for 

Power-Packer in Europe and 

the United States.
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      Kopp Acquisition  In September 2002, Actuant completed the 

acquisition of Heinrich Kopp A.G., a leader in electrical products 

for the German and Austrian home center markets. In addition to 

significant product and sourcing synergies with Gardner Bender, 

Kopp gives us a platform in Europe. With the addition of Kopp, 

Gardner Bender now offers electrical tools and supplies to seven of 

the top ten home center retailers globally.

  

      China Growth Strategy  The China growth strategy is central 

to Actuant’s emerging market initiatives. Actuant’s China effort is 

focused on two areas: third-party sales and component and product 

sourcing initiatives.

    Third-party sales in China grew 37% in 2002, led by Enerpac on 

both distribution growth and large infrastructure projects. An 

example is the Maglev train, a high-speed magnetic train running 

between Shanghai and the Pudong International Airport. This train 

requires an electrical track that has precision-aligned joints. 

Hundreds of Enerpac cylinders and pumps are used in this align-

ment process.

    Global sourcing is a key initiative for Actuant. We have developed 

significant expertise in the sourcing of component and completed 

products for export from China to the United States and Europe. 

This initiative includes three facilities and 90 employees.

    We expect Actuant’s presence in China to continue expanding 

rapidly in the next few years as we increase our sales efforts and 

sourcing capabilities. Enerpac cylinders and pumps

are used for precise alignment of 

the electrical track joints of the

Maglev train in Shanghai, China.

The acquisition of Kopp expands 

Gardner Bender platforms in Europe.
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        T E A M

The Actuant Leadership Team in Gardner Bender’s Milwaukee Distribution Center, pictured left to right:
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Management

Brian Kobylinski, 

Vice President, Business 

Development Leader

Bob Arzbaecher, 

President and CEO, 

Actuant

Ralph Keller, 

Vice President, 

Operations Leader

Andy Lampereur, 

Vice President and

Chief Financial Officer

Arthur Kerk, 

Vice President, 

Engineered Solutions–

Europe/Asia Leader

Todd Hicks, 

Vice President, 

Enerpac Leader

Bill Blackmore, 

Vice President,

Engineered Solutions–

America Leader

Mark Goldstein, 

Vice President, 

Gardner Bender Leader

Ron Wieczorek, 

Vice President, 

Human Resources Leader



Nominating 

Committee 

Audit 

Committee 

Exchange
New York Stock Exchange

Ticker Symbol ATU

Transfer Agent
LaSalle Bank N.A.

135 South LaSalle Street

Chicago, IL 60603

1 800 246 5761

Legal Counsel
McDermott, Will & Emery

227 West Monroe Street

Chicago, IL 60606

Independent
Accountants
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

100 East Wisconsin Avenue

Milwaukee, WI 53202

Earnings Release 
Dates–Fiscal 2003
1st Quarter December 18

2nd Quarter March 19

3rd Quarter June 18

4th Quarter October 1

Website
www.actuant.com
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Board of Directors
Bob Arzbaecher, 

President, Chairman 

and CEO, 

Actuant Corporation

Gustav H.P. Boel, 

President, 

Heinrich Kopp AG

Bruce S. Chelberg, 

Retired Chairman and CEO 

of Whitman Corporation

H. Richard Crowther, 

Retired Vice Chairman of

Illinois Tools Works Inc.

William K. Hall, 

Chairman and CEO

of Procyon Technologies

Kathleen J. Hempel, 

Former Vice Chairman and

Chief Financial Officer,

Fort Howard Corporation

William P. Sovey, 

Chairman,

Newell Rubbermaid, Inc.
Chair 

Chair

Chair

Compensation 

Committee 



6100 North Baker Road

Milwaukee, WI 53209

414 352 4160 phone 

www.actuant.com
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    Without effective employees, Actuant could not succeed. This may sound cliché, but it 

is true: Actuant’s LEAD Process is at the center of our strategies, and employee involvement 

is critical to these initiatives. Therefore we are expanding our initiatives to communicate, 

develop, motivate and retain Actuant’s workforce. 

  

      “Action at Actuant” Newsletter  This monthly publication is e-mailed to employees 

and posted on employee bulletin boards at all Actuant facilities worldwide. The newsletter 

highlights initiatives at the business units, articles of interest in business and career devel-

opment, and articles authored by the Actuant Leadership team. Because it is e-mailed, the 

information is timely, economical and reaches global employees simultaneously.

 

      Actuant Education Scholarship Fund  In 2002, Actuant introduced an education     

scholarship fund for children of its employees. Evaluation of applicants is based first on need, 

then on scholastic achievement. 

      Commitment to Excellence Program  Actuant believes in a pay-for-performance      

culture and began the Commitment to Excellence program in the mid-1990s. This program 

monetarily recognizes employees for exceptional performance and contributions that 

significantly impact the success of the business. The awards range from $100 to $5,000, 

but equally important is the recognition for exceptional performance. In fiscal 2002, 

128 employees worldwide were given the Commitment to Excellence Award; their names 

appear on the Actuant website at www.actuant.com.

 

      Actuant President’s Award  Actuant began a program to award the facility showing 

the greatest improvement from LEAD Process activities during the year. The Gardner 

Bender manufacturing facility in Glendale, Wisconsin won the award in 2001 based on 

their achievements described on page 4. This friendly competition has increased aware-

ness and attention to the LEAD Process at all facilities.

employee 
       C O M M U N I C A T I O N
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Excellence
           

 Commitment to

Excellence
           Awards


